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Merlin Entertainments

LEGO’s growing attractions

Merlin Entertainments has seen its share price weaken recently on account of an accident at

Alton Towers.  This is likely to only have a one to two year impact and the Resort Theme Parks

division was only 27% of 2014 revenue.  The growth prospects for LEGOLAND Parks and

Midway attractions merit a buy rating.

In last week’s special report we looked at four quality stocks that could be attractive given

current equity market weakness.  The companies were SAB Miller, the AA, Ryanair and

Merlin Entertainments.

The idea was to not “try to be clever” but instead to look at companies we are familiar with

due to special reports or traf�c light articles.  We have looked at the �rst three companies in

special reports and pro�led Merlin in a traf�c light piece.

We looked at Merlin in June 2014 (FAT UK 547) but decided that Cineworld was a stronger

candidate from the Travel & Leisure sector at the time.  Both companies have done well since

then with Cineworld up around 80% and Merlin up just over 10%.

Merlin Entertainments’ divisions and �nancials
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Merlin Entertainments has recently seen its share price fall from a peak of £4.70 to the

current level at just under £3.90. This re�ects the accident at Alton Towers and the on-going

equity market sell-off.

The Alton Towers accident happened on the Smiler ride on 2nd June and resulted in one victim

losing a leg.  This made the national media and resulted in the temporary closure of Alton

towers and ride closures at two other UK theme parks.

This resulted in a pro�ts warning for the second half of 2015 being issued towards the end of

July.  Looking ahead and a Q3 trading update is due on 17th September and a pre-close update

on 1st December.

We may see a further deterioration in trading given the negative publicity and wet weather in

August.  However, Merlin Entertainments is well diversi�ed and has attractive medium to

long-term growth prospects. 





In terms of the valuation and the weak trading anticipated this year puts the 2015 forecast

P/E at a punchy 22.1X.  This falls back to around 19X in 2016 and then steadily drops over

time so that it is 13.4X by 2019.

The near-term valuation may not appear to be attractive but we view it as worthwhile to pay

up for quality.  The LEGOLAND Parks division has a particularly strong franchise in playful

learning and family entertainment.

The share price continues to trend lower following the high of £4.74 that was reached in

March. The slowdown in the downward momentum, and the rebound off the 78.6% Fibonacci

retracement level, may though indicate an exhaustion of the decline. Therefore, with the 14-

day RSI in oversold territory, we anticipate prices extending the recent consolidation, which

should provide a base for upward momentum to return.

Merlin Pro�le – Three divisions and two products





Merlin Entertainments is the world’s second largest visitor attraction operator after Disney

worldwide.  It is the largest operator in Europe with a particularly strong position in the UK.

The company has two products with the �rst being Midway which offers indoor, city centre

entertainment. The Eye Brand includes the London Eye while also in London is the recently

opened SHREK’s Adventure on the South Bank.    

Midway brands
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The second product is for outdoor attractions and includes the two divisions of

LEGLOLAND Parks and Resort Theme Parks.  Alton Towers is a leading Resort Theme Park

in the UK while LEGOLAND Windsor is also extremely popular.

The owner of Lego has a 29.9% stake in Merlin Entertainments and as such the interest of

both groups is aligned.  The recent Lego movies have helped keep the brand strong and

expand its popularity in emerging markets.

With an emphasis on playful learning the Lego brand doesn’t look set to go out of fashion

anytime soon.  In the �rst half of 2015 sales at Lego increased by 23% to make it the world’s

biggest toymaker with Mattel pushed into second place.





Theme Park’s – LEGOLAND Parks and Resort Theme Parks
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The Theme parks are outdoor activities and generally involves a 1-2 day visit with sites

increasingly having on-site accommodation.  The indoor Midway attractions see up to a

two hour visit and helps offset the effect of poor weather on the Theme Parks attendance

during those periods.

In 2014 the Midway Attractions featured 92 sites and generated 42% of total revenue. 

LEGOLAND Parks featured 6 parks and make up 31% of revenue while Resort Theme Parks

made up the remaining 27% of revenue from 6 parks.

Merlin’s 2014 revenue generation
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Attraction Expansion

For Midway the group states that there is a signi�cant roll-out opportunity with “100+ sites

identi�ed”.  The identi�ed sites would double the size of Midway and the group is also

introducing new brands like SHREK’s Adventure.

2015 openings slated for Midway include SHREK’S Adventure, two LEGOLAND Discovery

centre’s, two SEALIFE attractions.  In total seven openings are due for 2015 and a further

seven in 2016 of which 3-4 will be in Asia.

Midway roll-out in 2015
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In the case of LEGOLAND the group states that there is “substantial potential to develop

new parks/markets”.  LEGOLAND Dubai is due to open in 2016, LEGOLAND Japan in 2017

and then LEGOLAND Korea is set to follow in 2018. 

LEGOLAND expansion plans – A new park targeted every 2-3 years
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LEGOLAND Korea is set to boost pro�ts from 2018
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Turning to the Theme Park Resort division and there doesn’t appear to be a plan to roll

these out.  Instead the emphasis is on investing in accommodation for both LEGOLAND

Parks and the Theme Park Resort parks.

In 2015 the group opened a LEGOLAND hotel in Florida and at Alton Towers it hass opened

a 120 room lodge and 5 tree houses.  Accommodation on site helps make the resorts more

attractive to families.

Merlin’s six strategic growth drivers

The Midway and LEGOLAND park roll-outs are targeted to deliver a return on invested

capital of over 20%.  Transforming theme parks into short break destinations is expected to

deliver a 15% return on invested capital.





Two other growth drivers are to invest in expanding the existing estate and targeting

strategic synergies.  Both are expected to deliver a 15% return on invested capital.

Strategic acquisitions are also targeted with a threshold for the synergized (i.e. after cost

savings) return on invested capital at 20%.  Given that takeovers are likely to be funded

with debt they should boost earnings per share.

Merlin’s six growth drivers

Source – Merlin Entertainments investor presentation

Financial performance in 2014

In 2014 the group saw a 4.9% increase in visitors and like-for-like revenue rose by an

impressive 7.1%.  Revenue rose by 9.6% on a constant currency basis and EBITDA rose by

11% on a constant currency basis to £411m.

The revenue split saw 39% come from the UK, 13% from Asia Paci�c, 26% from Continental

Europe and 22% from North America.  Pre-booked and annual pass revenue was 49% of the

total with the remaining 51% from same day revenue.





The adjusted earnings per share rose by 5% to 17.7p due to a higher share count following

the IPO.  The group’s return on capital improved to 10.6% from 10.2% the year before and

an annual dividend of 6.2p was introduced.

Merlin 2014 �nancials

Source – Merlin investor presentation

Financial performance in H1 2015

The picture for 2015 is not set to be as robust due to the incident at Alton Towers in June. 

However, �rst half like-for-like revenue did increase by 2.2% and new business

development provided a £19m �rst half revenue boost.

Merlin revenue in H1 2015
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First half revenue rose by £554m while if attractions that were opened in 2015 were

excluded the revenue �gure was £531m.  Both represent an increase on the revenue in the

�rst half of 2014 at £513m.

Looking at the drivers and visitor numbers were up by 0.9% to 27.7m in the �rst half of

2015.  Resort Theme Parks suffered a 2% fall in like-for-like revenue due to the incident at

Alton Towers.

First half revenue rose by 6.6% on a constant currency basis but EBITDA increased by only

0.3% as margins fell back.  Financial costs fell due to the repayment of debt and lower

�nancing rates and as such earnings per share rose by 24% to 3.4p.    

Merlin �rst half 2015 �nancial results
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Turning to the balance sheet and bank loans and borrowings were £976m at June 2015

versus £1.16bn a year ago.  This largely re�ects the use of cash and cash equivalents to pay

down debt as net debt rose over the period.

Merlin Entertainments balance sheet
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Summary and valuation

Buying shares after a negative trading update is fraught with dif�culty as it is often the case

that a further negative surprise comes forward.  This is clearly a possibility for Merlin with

the next trading update on 17th September.

However, the Resort Theme Park division (which included Alton Towers) generated only

27% of revenue in 2014.  As such the group will be able to offset the weakness to some

extent and is bene�ting from lower �nance costs.

Merlin Entertainments doesn’t look cheap relative to near-term fundamentals but offers a

growth story that is, in our view, high quality in nature.  LEGO only seems to be growing in

popularity and supports the LEGOLAND Parks.

With the LEGO group a private entity probably the only way to buy into this success is

through Merlin Entertainments.  LEGOLAND Parks generated 31% of group revenue in

2014 and so is a key focus for growth.

There is clearly scope for acquisitions to boost the path of pro�ts growth with Merlin

having growth through takeovers.  The company was previously owned by private equity

and grew from £25m revenue in 2000 to £1.2bn in 2013.

Merlin’s revenue growth and acquisition path
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As LEGOLAND Parks open in the coming years and the Midway attractions get rolled out

the valuation starts to become appealing.  By 2018 the forecast P/E is only 14.1X with a

yield at 2.5% that is 2.8X covered by pro�ts.

Accordingly, we recommend Merlin Entertainments as a buy to all members.  Cautious

members may look to buy over time with part of a holding bought after the upcoming

trading update on 17th September.
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